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If you want to pass the LSAT Test, but don’t have a lot of time for studying keep reading……
You are no doubt a busy student with a lot of things going on! It can be challenging to find the
time to read your textbook in preparation for the LSAT Exam. However, the truth is that the
LSAT exam is a challenging test. . Thorough preparation cannot be overlooked therefore. That
is why the author Dennis Reed developed the LSAT Study Guide! This Edition is a complete
review and practice questions bundle. It reviews all essential concepts found on the exam, from
all categories of the test. It comes in text & audio format , so that you can listen to it while at the
gym or stuck in traffic! It’s sections include:IntroductionA Brief history of the LSAT
examReading ComprehensionLogical ReasoningAnalytical ReasoningWriting SamplesLogical
reasoning argumentation on the LSATFormal logic and reasoningLogical Reasoning Tests
Reasoning AbilityConditional Logic 101Making InferencesIndependence of QuestionsFinding
and Explaining Flaws in an ArgumentMUCH,MUCH MORE!Each section is divided into further
subsections , making sure all aspects of the exam are covered! If you listen to, or read our
study guide, and take the time to really understand the concepts, we are confident you will
pass the LSAT Exam, and be on your way to a new legal career!So go ahead and scroll up and
click buy for me today!PLEASE NOTE: When you purchase this title, the accompanying PDF
will be available in your Audible Library along with the audio.
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Chapter One: INTRODUCTION TO LSATOne of the principal components of the law school
application process is the Law School Admission Test. Most people believe that it is by far the
most unique amongst all of the most important American standardized exams in that respect.
The main aim of the LSAT is to appraise your potential to succeed in regulation faculty and
law.Keeping in mind what you understand about law school teachings and also being a law
student.For one to become successful in the legal profession as well as Law school, one would
have to show one’s ability to:•Assume severely and think critically•Examine and compare the
reasoning and arguments of others.•Comprehend complicated texts with perception and
accuracy.•Prepare and manipulate data and draw affordable inferences from itThe LSAT is
prepared to test those abilities. 1.1What is LSAT?LSAT is the abbreviation for the Law School
Admission Test. The body responsible for the administration of this Test is LSAC (Law School
Admission Council). Formerly, LSAT was offered four times a year, but recently, The Law
School Admission Council has increased the number of tests offered.The exam was offered
nine times a year, which started in 2019. LSAT also changed from paper-and-pencil to a Digital
one in September of the same year. 1.2LSAT Test SectionsThe Law School Admission Test
comprises six 35-minute multiple choice sections, which are gotten from four key factors.
These factors are:•Writing Sample•Reading Comprehension•Analytical Reasoning•Logical
Reasoning. The table below broadly illustrates all the sections and question types in
LSAT: SECTION NAMENUMBER OF QUESTIONSTIME FRAMETwo sections of
(Arguments) 24-26 (x 2)35 minutesOne section of (also called Analytical Reasoning)22-2435
minutesOne section of26-2835 minutesOne unscored135 minutesone unscored Experimental
section22-2435minutes Two Sections of Logical Reasoning: About fifty percent of all the scored
questions in this examination are based on Logical Reasoning. This category consists of two
sections with 24-26 multiple choice questions per section. In every logical reasoning section,
each question includes a short paragraph, a question with respect to the paragraph, and five
possible answer choices. One Section of Reading Comprehension: For reading
comprehension, it accounts for more than a quarter of the scored questions of the Test. This
section comprises four (4) passages. Three of these passages are written by the same author
s while the last is a combination of passages from two other passages from different sources
that discuss the same topic, each with 5-8 associated multiple-choice questions; it also has five
possible answer choices just like Logical Reasoning. One Section of Logic Games: a little bit
below a quarter of the scored questions in the LSAT is accounted for by the Logic Games. This
section consists of four games with about 5-7 associated multiple-choice questions. For each
game, there is a situation given as well as a guideline as regards the situation in which one



must make logical deductions following the guidelines. You might be asked to make a
conclusion on the order that runners finish a race or the kennels wherein different dogs ought
to be saved. Of all the sections of the LSAT, the section that has constantly been a challenge to
many students is the Logic games, but assuredly, the continuous practice would help a great
deal.One Unscored Experimental Section: This particular section does not get aggregated into
your score; the reason being that the markers of the LSAT use this section to test out questions
they plan on using for future assessments hence the name “Unscored.” One thing you should
note is that you would not be able to identify what section is experimental while you take the
test, as it could be in the reading comprehension, logical reasoning, or even the logic games
section.One Unscored Writing Sample: The last part of the examination is usually this section.
You would be given a prompt that demonstrates two possible courses of action that a person or
a group is considering, and you must be able to write an essay that advocates for either of both
courses of action. The rest of your materials, and this would be sent to Law school.The LSAT
contains a total of about 101 questions, and it is a marathon test. All the sections of the Test
put together aggregate to about 210 minutes long, including a break. The LSAT experience
aggregates to about 4 hours long when you put together the time for administration and the
rest, despite the fact that we about 210 minutes for the examination, students still face a lot of
time pressure, which became worse with the introduction of the Digital LSAT. Fortunately, the
LSAT test content is not so different from year to year and has been like this for about 20
decades. Therefore practicing proper exercises would help you master the best strategies that
would be useful to you for the Test. Those strategies and skills crucial for the success of this
examination would be identified and refined in this e-book. A proper study of the book would
give you an excellent concept of what to expect on the day of the LSAT test.

Chapter Two: READING COMPREHENSIONGenerally, Law in study and practice implies
reading extensively on highly varied, argumentative, dense and expository texts which include:
codes, cases, briefs, contracts, decisions as well as evidence.Recall that reading
comprehension is part of the scored sections of the LSAT and just like other multiple choice
questions, the time frame is 35-minutes of which about 26-28 questions are presented that
cuts across all the four passages. Three of these passages are written by the same authors
while the last is a combination of passages from two other passages from different sources
which discuss the same topic.It should be noted that each passage may contain about 450 to
500 words while every single passage can be length to about 450 to 500 words, while the
comparative reading passage can be about 200 to 250 words.There is no specific number of
questions per passage as it could vary. In some cases, some of the passages may have as
little as four while others may have up to eight questions. Four general categories are covered
in every reading comprehension, these categories include: humanities, natural sciences social
sciences and law. .2.1 What skills does the Reading Comprehension question test?The main
goal of Reading comprehension is to assess how well one can comprehend as well as
scrutinize different topics which could be familiar or unfamiliar reading materials.Basically in the
legal profession, reading critically infers differentiating properly what is said from what is not
said. Here are some of the abilities LSAT Reading Comprehension assess:%Ï Grasp unfamiliar
subject matter%Ï Compare, analyze, synthesize, and apply claims, principles, and rules.%Ï
Draw appropriate inferences%Ï Penetrate difficult and challenging material%Ï Apply ideas and
arguments to new contextsIn this chapter, you would be exposed to some of the passages you
may encounter, solved past questions with detailed explanation while also exposing those
premium strategies needed to deal with the questions 2.2 LSAT Reading Comprehension and



YouYou already know that LSAT gives 35 minutes for each section, let us assume we have 28
questions which implies that you have about 1minute 3 seconds per question. So, developing a
strategy for tackling questions to buy time is crucialWhen responding to the questions, it is best
you make use of the following approach:%Ï Identify the type of question by understanding the
passage structure.%Ï Skim the passage without wasting time and make sure you jot down a
summary for every paragraph you go through%Ï Quickly remove almost visible incorrect
answer choices once you have summarized the passage at a glance.%Ï Try to comprehend
questions that ask for the answer that isn’t supported by the passage.It is time
to practice your Reading comprehension if you want to boost your LSAT score today! 

2.3 Reading Comprehension Sample Questions and Answers with ExplanationThe sample
questions you would come across on the following pages are typically what the LSAT Reading
Comprehension is like. This comprises of single-passage Reading Comprehension passages
coupled with the pair-passage Reading Comprehension passages as highlighted
below. Directions:Every question in this section, whether from the single passage or pair of
passages, it should be answered on the basis of what is stated or implied in the passage or
pair of passages. You are most likely to find questions that conceivably have more than an
answer hence, you are to pick the best answer; which means, you have to pick the answer that
most accurately and completely answer the question. Passage for Questions 1, 2, and 3ThCP
painter RCäC LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn hCVÄ@CV@ tCà define D�>D� C� t—thCP mCçd5mCVç@ thC�@ incorpor
D�0EfçDVngEYv$C paraphrasing thCP EWDClCP Cæ` D�>mEdA bCä>kEP Efà his wCç k. HEdU merger Cæ`
generated a D�>mD�Ä5x result: whEfÄ5 D�>kEfæp fun at thCP pretensions Cæ` thCP art wCç ld, LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn’EP
ET5rEd>uEVä5ETU Cæ` thCVÔ5 thC�@ enabled Eg@ tCà transcend mere D�0rCæDC.ThC�@ Lichtenstein’
because, wEgF€ thCTVr wCç&@ balloons C�æ@ hEfv†ÄC EWDClEg¤5d fEfwW$5ERÀ thCTC looked lEf´5
which thCTC were D�>D�VCVBà StC�æD0rd C� t hEdUtCç$C hCæÆDU thC�@ D�>D� art CVÔ5rgCV@ C�U
mCçd5mCVç@ Efà which painters conveyed their D�$VvC�D5 C�GDVtudCTU C�æ@ CVÔ>tEd>nEP uETVng
thC�@ bD0 the time pop C� t fEg$Ut appeared Efà the CT0rlD0 1960ERÀ abstract expressionism had C�Ç$5C�DC
art D�0EfçD5rEP weren’t Q·T0rrCVÄVng with the powerful CT0rlD0 abstract CW„@rCTUETVCæäVEW@ wCç 
of C�$UtrC�At CW„@rCTUETVCæäVEWDU whCäUCP wCç k seemed airy, hEfv‚ÖÔVndCVBÀ and overly lyr
and large C�$5C�U Cæ` primary color. Lichtenstein’s work was part Cæ` a general rCV$5llEd>n C�t0EfäUt
C�$UtrC�At expressionism, rather than C�à C�Ä>Cæ` C�GD5mD�@ to ignore it.But if rCV$5llEd>n C�t0EfäUt
Cæ` a popular gCVç$5 were C�ÆÀ thC�@ D�„0rC�AtCW$VzCV@ LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn’EP work, Eg@ would
subjects. Beneath its D�0rtCä>nEdUh methods, hEdU work dEdUD�Ä0D45d an EfÔ@ulET5 toward rCT0lEdUm,
from contemporary painting was thCP depiction of D�>ntCVÔ@Cç$0rD0 life. ThCP EWDVltCV@ rCæÔ0nD�5EP
bCä>kEP Cæà which hCP bC�UCV@ hEdU canvases, thCP EWDClEg¤5d automobiles, hot dCætU, C�æ@
reflections Cæ` the D�VÇGW$5 LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn Efæ„0bEgD5d. But, Efà contrast tCà some D�>D� art,
about consumer culture, but a kEfæ@ Cæ` dCVÄVbCW$0tCP naiveté, EfçD5ndCV@ C�U a rCTUD�>nET5
C�$UtrC�At CW„@rCTUETVCæäVEWDU but Efà ET>mCP CçF„5r D�>D� C� tEdUtERà WEgF€ the D�>mEdAEYwDCD�VD�0llD0
fills his paintings thC�@ gives thCVÒÀ fCç all their EWW&d0D�5 brC�d0dCâÀ C�à Efæä5r sweetness.
conventions dCVÔ>nEWG$0tCTU a fC�Vth in reconciliation, not only bCWGt5CVà D�0rtCä>nEP C�æ@
fCT5lEfæråv†–6€ Cæä5 Cæ` thCP fCæÆÄ>wEfæp bCTUt D�0D�GW$5EP the C�WF„>r’EP attitude tCçt0rd
successful D�0rCæDC Cæ` D4>uth C�æ@ Efæä>D�5nD�5D�Ä5C�UurCP Efà its blC�D0nt rejection Cæ` abstr
contemporary D�VÇGW$5C�@D�$5D�VC�DVCæà for EgDU ability tCà EfäACç$@Cç$0tCP bCçF€ rCT0lEdUm
particular question demands that the test taker properly understands the writer's attitude
towards Lichtenstein's work. The accurate answer is (E) Option (E) best explains the writer's
attitude. To start with, the manner which the writer appreciates Lichtenstein's art is shown by
contrast with how the writer gives account of what Lichtenstein's art is not. For instance, the



writer states that Lichtenstein's work "transcended mere parody" and that different from the
other pop art, it did not show "jaded cynicism". Likewise, the writer asserts that there is a
greater extent to Lichtenstein's work than "the reflective power that parodies possess in
relation to their subjects." The writer's further appreciation of Lichtenstein's work can also be
seen in numerous positive statements made that concerns Lichtenstein's work. The writer also
appreciates Lichtenstein's realism and it is indicated in the statement "Beneath its cartoonish
methods, his work displayed an impulse towards realism, an urge to say that what was missing
from contemporary painting was the depiction of contemporary life." The writer also
acknowledges Lichtenstein's naiveté which is shown in the statement Lichtenstein's work
exuded not a jaded cynicism about consumer culture, but a kind of deliberate naiveté....." The
writer's intention in this statement is additionally expanded in the following sentence which is
"For all their surface bravado," Lichtenstein's work has "an inner sweetness". However, one
thing one must note is that the appraisal is evident in the last paragraph and also makes up a
part of what we call the writer's conclusion of how important Lichtenstein's art is.Option (A) is
not correct because, despite the fact that the writer record Lichtenstein's connectivity to a
general rebellion against abstract expressionism in the last sentence of the second paragraph,
the writer also asserts in the first sentence of paragraph three: "But if rCV$5llEd>n.... were all that
D�„0rC�AtCW$VzCV@ LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn'EP wCç k, it would possess only the rCVfÄ5D�DVvCP D�>wCW 
correct because, it was noted in the initial paragraph of the passage that the writer is of the
opinion that Lichtenstein's work cuts across "mere parody". Furthermore, the writer noted in
the last paragraph of the passage that comics "typically the domain of youth and innocence,"
happen to be Lichtenstein's "reference point" and filled his painting with "nostalgia” and an
"inner sweetness."Option (C) is not correct because it was mentioned above that the writer is
of the opinion that Lichtenstein's rebellion against abstract expressionism is really not the
principal aspect of his work. Basically, if it was the principal aspect, his work would have been
decreased to owning "only the reflective power that parodies have in relation to their subjects,"
the "subject" in this context is abstract expressionism.Option (D) is not correct because the
writer clearly asserts that Lichtenstein accepted contemporary culture. In the concluding
paragraph, the writer says "But, in contrast to some pop art, Lichtenstein's work exuded not a
jaded cynicism about consumer culture, but a kind of deliberate naiveté...”This was really a
difficult question for the test takers that correctly answered this question when it appeared on
the Law School Admission Test. Question 2ThCP C�WF„>r mCäUt lEf´5lD0 lEdUtEP ET>mCP of thCP thCVÔ5EP
appearing Efà LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn’EP D�0EfçDVngEP (mEfFFÄ5 Cæ` thCP last D�0rC�prC�@h) primarily tCç6†ð
thCP D�Ä0EfÐ that LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn’EP work wC�U D�0rCæDVD� Efà EfçD5ntcontrast Lichtenstein’s
emotions that lEd5 at thCP heart of LEdAhtCVäUtCTVn’EP wCç kCVæD>rET5 Lichtenstein’s C�GDVtudCP
question 2:For one to be able to answer this question correctly, one would need to pin point the
context which the writer is trying to attain in the listing of some of the objects and themes that
appeared and had an effect on Lichtenstein's work (paintings)The right answer here is Option
(A). First and foremost, the writer asserts in that same sentence that the listed themes and
objects "were reflections of the culture Lichtenstein inhabited." Besides, the writer also
contends in the sentence preceding the list that Lichtenstein's work showed “an impulse toward
realism, an urge to say that what was missing from contemporary painting was the depiction of
contemporary life.”Option (B) is not correct because the writer does not affirm that
Lichtenstein's work meant to be parodic. On the other hand, the writer' notes in the initial
paragraph that Lichtenstein's work transcended "mere parody."Option (C) is not correct
because the writer's comparison between Lichtenstein's attitude to art and the attitude of the
abstract expressionists that can be seen in the second paragraph is established on the



difference in the use of" simple black lines and major areas of primary color" and the "airy and
overly lyrical work" between Lichtenstein and other pop artists. The list of themes and other
objects that were stated in the second question are not involved in this comparison. The list, it
is significant that there is more to Lichtenstein's work than its rebellion against abstract
expressionism which is part of the writer's contention in the third paragraph.Option (D) is wrong
because, even though the culture Lichtenstein accepted was reflected in the listed themes and
objects, it does not show anything about the emotions that are present in Lichtenstein's
work.Option (E) is wrong because taking a clear look at the themes and objects in the
passage; it does not explain Lichtenstein's view towards consumer culture. 
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LSAT. It provides answers to a wide range of questions. The book outlines why I have to solve
difficulties and what the officers are looking for. The book's material gives ambiguous
information, such as law school standard scores and how long I should prepare for the test.
The best portion of this book to me is the mental managerial section. The book points out
minor aspects of my thinking, and it may be able to assist me calm under test pressure. I'm
currently studying for the LSAT, and I have to say that this book has given me some excellent
advice on making the most of my time.”

Larry Skorupski, “Good to get you prepared. This LSAT prep book focuses on timed practice
exams to help students get used to the LSAT's 35-minute section breaks.Audible audiobook
copies are included with the purchase of the book, so you may listen to the book as you
go..There is a thorough comparison of all the test preparation services, including their costs, in
the last part.At the conclusion, you'll get information on things like test day attire and what to
bring and what not to bring.Take the LSAT in 8-12 weeks by taking 2-3 practice exams per
week with this thorough and easy-to-follow program.”

C López, “A book filled with excellent LSAT preparation, but needs re-editing. I purchased this
for a relative who is preparing for the LSAT in the near future. She has several prep resources,
and is the kind of student who prepares very thoroughly for important exams like this.Overall,
the author has done a fine job of presenting advice for how to prepare for the LSAT, including a
study schedule, and of how to approach the different kinds of questions test-takers will
encounter on the day of the exam.The only criticism we have is that the book could definitely
have been edited more carefully. It’s a bit of a distraction to get past the grammatical mistakes
when what you really want to do is concentrate on the valuable LSAT exam advice that the
author is trying to lay out. Still, it is valuable as an additional resource for anyone preparing for
the exam.”

Rozsa Gaston, author, Anne of Brittany Series, “Helpful and with a focus on test-taking time
management. This study guide really zeros in on taking practice tests with a timer to acclimate
to the strict 35 minute intervals for each section of the LSAT. Purchase of the book includes
both text and Audible audiobook editions so you can study while driving. The final section
offers a great comparison of all the test prep services out there, including prices. Practical
points like dress code and what and what NOT to bring on test day are included at end. A
clear-cut and comprehensive guide that helps LSAT takers map out an 8-12 week plan of
taking 2-3 practice tests per week to prepare for test day.”

Ejeks, “Practical and Helpful. This LSAT study is practical and will be of benefit to anyone
sitting for the exam. The book gives the same feeling and situations with time constraints you
will experience in the actual exam. This is a great way to practice before going into the exam
itself.With thoroughly examined practice material you simply scale the exam with no little effort.
But you have to get the book and put in your practice hours. Very little hours for this study
guide compared to actually reading your text books for exam.”

Nicole, “It does was it says.. now get it if you want to do well in your LSAT. This is a must.. for
anyone doing the LSAT, but this and eat it up. It has the typical structure and breakdown you
would expect from any book titled "LSAT Prep," but I am speaking to the person reading these
reviews wondering if they should invest in an LSAT Prep book. YES.. a thousand times yes !!
You never truly know how well you know anything unless you are tested on it. I will finish as I



started, this is a must folks !!”

JmzL, “Super helpful. This is a very useful book and easy to refer back to again and again.The
book is well-written and thought out and there is almost everything you would need. There are
many subjects covered within the context of the LSAT.For me this was every bit of the book that
I needed it to be, I didn't feel that I need many references from sources like is have done in the
past, just this one did it.Highly recommended.”

The book by Sara Wheeler has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 47 people have provided feedback.
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